The origins of non-human primates’ manual gestures
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The increasing body of research into human and non-human primates’ gestural communication reflects the interest in a comparative approach to human communication, particularly possible scenarios of language evolution. One of the central challenges of this field of research is to identify appropriate criteria to differentiate a gesture from other non-communicative actions. After an introduction to the criteria currently used to define non-human primates’ gestures and an overview of ongoing research, we discuss different pathways of how manual actions are transformed into manual gestures in both phylogeny and ontogeny. Currently, the relationship between actions and gestures is not only investigated on a behavioural, but also on a neural level. Here, we focus on recent evidence concerning the differential laterality of manual actions and gestures in apes in the framework of a functional asymmetry of the brain for both hand use and language.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dolphins are one of the most gracile and elegant creatures of the sea. However, before dolphins became what they are today, they underwent a remarkable transformation. The terrestrial ancestor of dolphins was a hippopotamus-like creature that walked on all fours and lacked the stylized forms, and presumably the elegant movements, of its marine descendant. Over the last 50 million years, dolphins have been evolving into what they are today. This remarkable transformation teaches us an important lesson. Complex structures such as legs and snouts can be transmuted over time into equally complex and functionally equivalent structures such as fins and blowholes, respectively.

The relation that exists between gesture and action is in some ways analogous to the relation that exists between fins and legs or between noses and blowholes. A central thesis of this contribution is that many of the gestures displayed by apes began their existence as actions devoid of a communicative function, but over time they became co-opted and transformed into communicative devices that accomplished similar functions [1]. Moreover, just like fins and legs, this change took place over evolutionary time, but in the case of gestures, it can also take place during the lifetime of one individual. In both cases, however, one can find clues that inform us about their origin.

Comparing the communicative repertoires of monkeys and apes with those of humans can play a crucial role in the quest for the roots of human language, and more specifically in the role that gestures might have played in the evolution of language.

The focus of this paper is twofold. First, we will explore the question of how actions are transformed into gestures both from a phylogenetic and an ontogenetic perspective. To this end, we will present the latest advances in ape gestural communication, including some of the controversies in the field. We will begin by defining gestures, briefly presenting some of the features of the apes’ gestural repertoires and discussing three ways in which individuals can acquire gestures. Second, having established the connection between actions and gestures, we will turn our attention to the role that gestures may have played in language evolution. First, we will note the increasing interest in gestural communication of our closest living primate relatives in the framework of the proposed close link between action and language in humans. Then we will link recent data on ape laterality in gestural use with language hemispheric specialization.

2. GESTURE ORIGINS (OUT OF ACTIONS)

(a) Defining a gesture

Human gestures are usually very broadly referred to as the ‘manner of carrying the body’ and ‘movements of the body or limbs as an expression of feeling’ ([2],
According to Kendon [3], a gesture is a form of non-verbal communication in which visible bodily actions communicate particular messages, either in place of speech or together and in parallel with spoken words. Before children start to speak, they use a variety of gestures to communicate with their carers, such as showing objects and pointing to objects, events or persons in their environment [4–7]. Even when they acquire their first words, gestures are not simply replaced but are incorporated in their verbal communication [8,9].

In adults, a substantial body of research addresses the kinds of manual gestures produced by humans while speaking [3,10–12]. If spoken language is not possible, then manual gestures can convey very specific and complex information, even replacing spoken language, thus becoming a form of a highly conventionalized sign system [13,14]. Thus, in humans, gestures can vary in their degree of conventionalization and therefore the degree to which they are linked to or even replace spoken language ([15], pp. 37–40). Therefore, research into human gestures is a highly diverse field, since it covers very different kinds of gestural communication, such as speech-accompanying gestures, gestures of pre-linguistic children or even gestures co-occurring with sign language. The question arising here is whether non-human primate species, which are clearly lacking spoken language but with bodies and particularly forelimbs sharing many characteristics with human beings, use gestures to communicate with conspecifics. To tackle this question and to enable any comparison with humans at all, we need to focus on human gestures not used in combination with language (either spoken or signed) and thus on the gestural communication of pre-linguistic children. By adopting the corresponding criteria, a gesture is defined as a behaviour that unlike an action is motorically ineffective. It requires the active participation of a partner to fulfil its purpose, it is produced in the presence of an audience and is tailored to the attentional state of the audience. Furthermore, it involves gaze alternation or visual checking between social partners and distant objects or events, is characterized by the sender’s waiting for the recipient’s response and displays persistence and elaboration of communicative behaviour when communicative attempts fail [16–19].

As our previous introduction to the term gesture pointed out, gestures are not restricted to the use of hands, but often include movements of limbs and also head and body movements, as well as postures. Some scholars even include facial expressions as gestures [20,21]. However, here we only focus on manual gestures in non-human primates, that is, gestures produced with the whole arm or hands. We also mainly discuss studies of gestural communication in great apes; this is not to neglect gibbons and monkeys, but so far there is still little evidence of hand use for the purpose of communication in non-great ape species ([22], but see [23–25]).

One of the biggest challenges in gestural research lies in determining when an instrumental action has crossed the threshold and becomes a gesture. Some gestures are easy to distinguish from instrumental actions, but there are others that are much more difficult to differentiate. For instance, we would include as gestures the subtle touches and presses that dancers use to inform their partner about their impending actions or to direct them in a certain way. In contrast, we would not consider as gestures holding an infant when she is beginning to walk because here the main function would be to help the infant to maintain her equilibrium.

The problem of deciding between gestures and actions is further compounded when multiple species are considered. Although the potential for confusing actions and gestures represents a potential analytic weakness, it can become a strength since it tells us something about the origin of gestures. In particular, it suggests that at least some gestures may have begun their existence as actions before they were transformed into a communicative function.

From a more practical point of view, one approach that we find useful in distinguishing actions from gestures is to consider how many of the criteria outlined above are met. Thus, faced with a potential candidate as a gesture, we must ask whether (i) it is motorically ineffective, (ii) there is response waiting, (iii) gaze alternation, and (iv) persistence. The more criteria are met, the more sure we can be that a given behaviour qualifies as a gesture. One cannot be 100 per cent sure but at least this method can help in reducing our uncertainty.

In the next two sections, we present a brief overview of the gestural communication of the great apes (see [20] for a more detailed treatment) and then discuss their potential origins.

(b) Gestures of non-human primates

Unlike research into human gestures mostly restricting the focus on the visual channel [3], researchers investigating primate gestures also consider tactile gestures such as push or throw objects and gestures with an auditory component such as hand clap and chest beat. Including gestures that transfer information via non-visual channels captures the richness and subtleties of non-vocal communication. However, it also raises potential problems when it comes to distinguishing gestures from instrumental actions. For instance, a gesture called reach that consists of extending an arm in the direction of a conspecific is easier to identify as gesture than a gesture called touch-side that consists of touching an individual on her side to make her move. The reason for this is simple. The lack of physical contact between the two interacting individuals automatically makes reach motorically ineffective, one of the first criteria to identify a gesture as such. After all, it is conceivable that the touch-side gesture involved enough force to make the individual move, thus making this action motorically effective and automatically disqualifying it as a gesture. In sum, researchers investigating non-human primates have faced a trade-off between capturing the richness and subtleties of non-vocal communication in primates at the expense of making the distinction between gestures and instrumental actions less clear-cut than in human research.

In a recent summary of a systematic comparison of the four great apes, siamangs and Barbary macaques, Call & Tomasello [18] concluded that those species
different in repertoire size, composition and function of their gestures. They reported between 20 and 35 different gesture types depending on the species, which meet the above-mentioned criteria of being motorically ineffective and are accompanied by response waiting and/or gaze alternation, as well as persistence in case the recipient did not react. Out of those reported gestural repertoires, at least 50 per cent of each species’ repertoire consisted of manual gestures, with the highest proportion found in gorillas (73%). (It is important to note that those numbers refer to the total repertoires found across different groups of one species, not average proportions.) For example, tactile gestures, which included some kind of physical contact with another individual (e.g. touch, pull or slap), were used by all great apes, siamangs and Barbary macaques [18]. Auditory gestures often included the individual’s own body used to produce that noise, such as hand clap in chimpanzees [26], and chest beat and body beat in gorillas [27]. Alternatively, noise can be produced by using objects while performing gestures such as ground slap, push objects or throw objects, which are gestures particularly reported for chimpanzees [26]. On the other hand, examples for silent gestures not involving physical contact include gestures like extend arm (reach), arm raise and wave arm [18]. As opposed to bonobos, siamangs and Barbary macaques, chimpanzees and orangutans often incorporated objects in their gestural displays (15% of the gestures). For example, orangutans offer food to other individuals by extending one arm with food in their hand to another individual [28] and chimpanzees use branches, which they shake vigorously to get the attention of another group member [26]. The higher values for gestures involving objects for chimpanzees and orangutans are interesting in light of their higher propensity to use tools in the wild than the other species and may be indicative of a common neural substrate for tool use and gestural communication.

So far, we have mostly presented the results of our own research project on gestural communication of non-human primates that started with the work by Tomasello et al. [29]. Of course, there are many more scholars working on the question of which gestures non-human primates use, how they acquire them and what the underlying socio-cognitive skills are, both in wild and captive settings. The first pioneering field studies report several gestures as parts of ethograms for orangutans [30], gorillas [31], chimpanzees [32] and bonobos [33], but also for gibbons [34,35] and monkeys [36]. Lately, there is an increase in more systematic, mostly observational studies investigating gesture use within social groups of great apes [37,38] and monkeys [22,24,39–41]. This increasing body of research reflects the interest in the role gestures might have played for the evolution of human language [42–45], although studies addressing facial expressions or vocalizations still outnumber studies concerning gestures [46].

However, the reported gestural repertoires for the different species vary considerably between studies. For instance, while Pika et al. [27] described 33 gestures for gorillas, Genty et al. [37] reported more than 100 gestures for this species. Furthermore, very different names are often used to categorize the same behaviour, complicating comparisons across studies and species. These discrepancies may be attributed in part to the sampling effort and the differences in the detail of the coding schema across studies [47], but it remains a fact that gestures are, first of all, difficult to differentiate from actions, and second, although the majority of gestures are not gradual signals like in the case of facial expressions, they are difficult to categorize because of the often different criteria used across studies to define a gesture. This is closely related to a third reason, namely that gestures are often defined based on their function or the context they are used in (e.g. food offer), resulting in a conflation of form and function rather than referring to form and meaning as separate variables.

However, although the paucity of data in terms of the number of species and groups investigated and also in terms of consistency of definitions used across studies prevents us from concluding that there are any systematic differences between species (yet), at the very least we can say that hands play an important role in gestural communication among primates.

Considering the function of gestural communication, monkeys and apes use the majority of their gestures to request actions like grooming, play or mating. They use their gestures in a dyadic way and usually not to communicate about events or objects outside their dyad, but to request certain actions, expecting an immediate response [48]. In case the recipient is not reacting, they will continue to gesture until they finally receive the appropriate response of their social partner [49–51]. Apes do take into account the visual access of others (see [52] for a review), use visual gestures only if the recipient is attending [18,53], or use other strategies like moving into someone’s visual field before starting to gesture [50,54]. In other words, they take into account the behaviour of others and adjust their communicative means accordingly. However, there are inconsistent results as to to what extent apes are actually able to alter their gestures if their first gesture was not successful—for chimpanzees and orangutans, it is shown that most often the same gesture is repeated [50,55], while gorillas seem to show more flexibility in alternating the gestures they use to achieve a certain goal [49]. It should be considered that for interactions with a human experimenter, both chimpanzees and orangutans were shown to not only substitute, but also elaborate their gestures depending on the behaviour of a human in case their goal was not met [19,56].

Another much-debated topic is the question of pointing in non-human great apes. In captivity, great apes and also some monkey species point to request food, tools or particular actions from humans [57–61]. Pointing in great apes represents a flexible, intentional behaviour, since the use of this gesture is adjusted to the attentional state of the human and it occurs in combination with other signals such as facial expressions and vocalizations [19,57,62,63]. Pointing is also frequently used by language-trained apes [60,64,65], where it often resembles the form of the pointing gesture of Western cultures with the arm and index finger extended [66].
However, unlike human infants that also point to show objects, to share attention upon things, or even inform others [67], non-human primates usually point to request things or actions in their interactions with humans. The vast majority of great apes’ pointing gestures therefore fall within the category of so-called imperative gestures, which consist of the ape using the gesture to obtain something that they want from the human (see [68] for a review). Great apes also inform a human by pointing to the location of a hidden tool, but with the aim that the human can use it to retrieve food for the ape [61]. Unlike humans, however, non-human primates rarely (if ever) use pointing or other gestures aimed at sharing an attitude about the designated referent (expressive declaratives sensu Tomasello [69], e.g. [70,71]).

Most importantly, pointing for conspecifics and thus the sharing of information is a rather rare event in non-human primates [72]. There is one report about one incidence of pointing in wild bonobos [73], and some studies with language-trained apes mention the use of pointing gestures in interactions with other apes [65]. However, note that the communicative behaviour of those language-trained apes is largely influenced by their raising history and thus their close proximity to the human culture [66,74]. Therefore, pointing for other conspecifics is extremely rare among wild and captive, non-enculturated apes. The flexible and intentional use of this gesture has been only systematically documented for interactions with humans. Gómez [75] argues that captive non-human primates are restricted by cages and therefore use humans as tools to make them do things for them. Interestingly, an uncaged hand-reared gorilla grabbed the hand of the human and took him to the desired object or target of action and therefore preferred contact gestures instead of pointing [70]. Therefore, it seems unlikely that they simply learn to point by trial and error, but it is suggested that they recruit existing cognitive skills into this referential form of communication [75]. For monkeys, the situation seems to be different, since pointing seems to be ritualized from previously reaching for the food [75].

To summarize, great apes and to some extent also gibbons and monkeys use a variety of manual gestures to communicate with other group members, mostly to request immediate actions of their social partner. Thus, they use their gestures mostly in a dyadic, imperative way to get others to do something for them. Interestingly, Bard [76,77] referred to gestural communication as ‘social tool use’, which is also reflected in the use of pointing gestures in interactions with humans. Unlike humans, non-human primates do not point for conspecifics and their gestures are often derived from functional actions rather than created as arbitrary ones for communicative purposes ([15], pp. 37–40; [78]), although there are single reports about iconic gestures in gorillas and the use of pantomime in orangutans [79,80]. One possible explanation for those observed differences between different groups of great apes may be based on the different ways in which gestures are acquired. In the next section, we turn our attention to this issue.

(c) Gesture origins

Since the focus of this paper is on hand-based gestures, we begin this section with a brief description of how hands are used for the purpose of communication by great apes and monkeys. Hands did not evolve as communicative devices in the first place. In fact, the hands of primates are characterized by an extraordinary degree of primitiveness [81], since the basic, five-fingered appearance is shared not only with other mammals, but even other vertebrates. Still, only in primates does the hand serve a variety of functions including locomotion, manipulation and communication [82]. Moreover, each of these functions is represented by a variety of forms. Thus, locomotion can include things like walking, climbing, jumping or brachiating. Manipulation can include actions such as touching, holding or grasping and more complex forms that combine these basic forms with other more elaborate actions that enable primates to engage in a range of fine-grained activities such as grooming and tool use.

From an evolutionary point of view, Napier ([81], p. 14) noted a ‘...trend ... to emancipate the hands from weight-bearing to sensitive and delicate multipurpose tools’. However, those different functions are not representative for all primate species but very much depend on the differentiation of the hand in the different taxa. While many monkeys and apes have prehensile hands with nails and in some cases even independently movable or opposable thumbs, other primates such as marmosets and tamarins lack those features. Moreover, the gradual shrinkage of the hands’ palmar pads in phylogeny correlates with an increase in prehensility and tactile sensitivity [81].

With the emancipation of forelimbs for manipulatory purposes, the stage is set for the development of hands as communicative devices. Indeed, it is not hard to find potential commonalities between manipulative activity and communicative displays. For instance, monkeys and apes touch, push or pull other’s fur during communication. Apes beg for food by placing a cupped hand under the chin of a potential food donor as if to catch food that may fall out. Even in the case of locomotor activity, we can find connections between locomotion and communication.

An intriguing and contentious issue refers to the origin of those communicative displays. One possibility is that they evolved over evolutionary time solely for communicative purposes or that they originally evolved for one function (e.g. locomotion) and were co-opted and reused for a communicative function. Alternatively, communicative gestures may have become ritualized not over evolutionary time but in interactions between individuals and thus over a much shorter time span, an individual’s lifetime. Next, we turn our attention to the possible changes involved in gesture origin depending on whether changes take place over evolutionary time (phylogensis) or an individual’s lifetime (ontogenesis).

(d) Phylogenetic origins

Animal communication can be very complex and highly ritualized. Perhaps the most famous example is the bee ‘language’ consisting of different dances to indicate
the position of food resources to other members of
the hive [83]. Ritualized communication is not only
found in invertebrates. There are many examples from
vertebrates, including the complex mating display
dance of the stickleback or some lek breeding birds
[84,85]. In some cases, the communicative displays
are composed of a set of discrete actions that follow a
fixed sequence, while in other cases they are constituted
by single units. Such signals are displayed by all
individuals of the species under a set of predetermined
conditions and, critically, they appear even if individuals
had no opportunity to observe or interact with other
individuals to acquire them.

Whereas some communicative displays seem to
have evolved for communicative purposes only, other
displays appear to have been ‘borrowed’ from other
contexts and thus from movements that previously
had no communicative function via a process called
phylogenetic ritualization [86]. For instance,
dominance signals such as mounting in monkeys are likely
to have evolved from mating behaviour, while some
courting displays in birds include elements of foraging
behaviour. This principle of derived activities [87] refers
to actions that originally served a different function but
were borrowed and modified to some extent to accom-
plish a communicative function, in some cases even in
a different context from its original one.

If we assume that phylogenetic ritualization is the
main mechanism underlying gestural communication
in non-human primates, then repertoires of each species
should be highly uniform and species-specific gestures
should be used even if individuals never had contact
with another conspecific. Gestures appear fully formed
even when subjects have not had a chance to interact
with other individuals. Ground-slapping and chest-
beating would be examples of these behaviours [88].
However, that they are phylogenetically ritualized does
not mean that they are totally inflexible because, at the
very least, they are deployed in the right circumstances
and the existence of appropriate substrates/elements
determines their appearance. A phylogenetic origin of
gestures would mean that all members of a given species
should inherit their gestural repertoire, as is the case for
vocalizations and, provided with the right conditions, all
members of the species would display them. However, it
is important to consider that some gestures might be
limited to certain developmental stages, resulting in
species-typical gestures that are restricted to particular
age classes.

Over repeated interactions, partners begin to antic-
pate the individual’s goal and react before the
individual actually has a chance to pull the partner.
Next, the individual (anticipating that their partner
will react appropriately) does not actually pull but
gives an even more abbreviated version of the pull
and their partner reacts. Once this stage is reached,
we can say that the instrumental action of pulling
has become ritualized into a communicative signal.

Ontogenetic ritualization as the main mechanism
of gesture acquisition would result in a high degree of
variability of individual repertoires and particularly
in the occurrence of idiosyncratic gestures, which are
exclusive for single individuals only [27]. Idiosyncratic
gestures, which were found in all great ape species (for
an overview, see [18]), seem to rule out phylogenetic
ritualization and thus a genetic determination of an
individual’s gestural repertoire, since those instances
clearly indicate that new gestures can be acquired
during an individual’s lifetime. Although we still
know very little about how such an individually
learned new gesture spreads across other group mem-
bers, there is some evidence that such a transmission
takes place, as was shown for the grooming handclasp
in a captive group of chimpanzees [90].

Variability between groups is evident in the occur-
rence of group-specific gestures, which are used by
the majority of individuals in one group, but are
absent in another group. Although group-specific ges-
tures are infrequent, they are reported for chimpanzees
[26], gorillas [27,38] and orangutans [28] in captive
settings, but also in wild populations, like the grooming
handclasp of wild chimpanzees [91].

Two basic kinds of gestures have been described
in this context: intention movements and attention-
getters [92]. Intention movements result from the
abbreviations of full-fledged behaviour. For instance,
the gesture arm raise has been hypothesized to orig-
nate from play hitting, initially a functional
behaviour that acquires a value as a signal of impend-
ing actions. Intention movements typically convey a
clear message and are used in a restricted set of
social contexts. Moreover, their meaning and origin
can be deduced based on use in those contexts. The
second kind of gesture is the so-called attention-
getter. It is true that the name attention-getter is not
very fortunate because unlike what its name suggests,
attention-getters are not just designed to capture
attention. In fact, their main function may be to trigger
others into action, not to call their attention. That they
also serve to capture attention may be a by-product.
However, there are inconsistent results in terms of
whether great apes actually use their gestures to attrac-
t the attention of others. In interactions with conspeci-
fics, chimpanzees use either poke at or throw stuff—
both heavily tactile gestures—to attract the attention
of the unattending individual [92]. However, this
seems to account only for those particular gestures,
since further research found that chimpanzees also
use auditory gestures more often towards an attentive
recipient and tactile gestures were used regardless of
the attentional state of the recipient [26,50]. In other
words, tactile and auditory gestures are not used par-
ticularly often if the recipient is not attending.

(e) Ontogenetic origins
An alternative mechanism for the origin of gestures
entails individuals acquiring them during their inter-
actions with conspecifics during their lifetimes rather
than inheriting them as postulated above. One such
process that involves two individuals mutually shaping
each other’s behaviour during the course of repea-
ted interactions is called ontogenetic ritualization
[29,89]. Initially, individuals use functional behaviours
to affect their partner’s behaviour. For instance, when
they want to embrace their partner, initially they
simply pull their partner towards themselves and
when they are within reach, they embrace them.
However, in interactions with humans, orangutans, gorillas and chimpanzees do use attention-getting behaviours more when they interact with a human who is facing away compared with situations when the human is facing them [53,93–95]. The different findings for interactions between conspecifics on the one hand and interactions with humans on the other hand might also be explained by the constraints of the captive setting. When apes encountered a human with her back turned and they were given a choice between positioning themselves in front of the human or using an auditory gesture to call the human’s attention, all great apes species preferred to walk in front of the human to gesture [54]. Thus, similar to the use of pointing gestures, the use of attention-getters might depend very much on the restraints of captivity.

Compared with intention movements, attention-getters appear to be less context-dependent as they appear in multiple contexts for multiple purposes. Additionally, unlike intention movements, it is not easy to envisage a history of ontogenetic ritualization from pre-existing social behaviours as their origin, so that they are possibly also phylogenetic in origin.

There is a second way in which individuals could acquire gestures during ontogeny without requiring ritualization: learning gestures by observation. One possibility is that the individual would copy the gestures that another individual is directing to her (second-person imitation). Another possibility is that the individual could observe two individuals gesturing to each other and acquires those gestures herself without directly interacting with others (third-person imitation). Interestingly, gestures learned by observation walk an opposite path from those that are ontogenetically ritualized. They are acquired fully formed, the individual does not transform an existing behaviour into a streamlined version that becomes the gesture. The individual copies the streamlined version. The resulting outcome would be a high degree of uniformity within the group, paired with substantial differences between groups because each group may have developed their own idiosyncratic gestures and transmitted them across generations. This is clearly the case in humans but it is unclear whether that is also the case in non-human primates.

(f) Phylogenetic versus ontogenetic origins of gestures?
There is currently some debate about what may be the most likely origin of gestures. We have indicated three potential origins for gestures. Historically, observational learning had been proposed as a main mechanism for gesture acquisition. However, there are very little data supporting the idea that apes learn gestures, especially visual gestures, by imitation [26]. Note that the variability in gestural use within groups is as large as between groups. This is not what one would expect based on imitation and cultural transmission since between-group variability should be higher than within-group variability as is the case in humans.

Unlike observational learning, ontogenetic ritualization can explain this pattern of results because the homogeneity within groups would be reduced by the presence of idiosyncratic gestures developed by some individuals but not others. The reason for idiosyncrasy stems from the fact that certain dyadic interactions between individuals are unique, for instance, mothers and infants may follow different caregiving routines. In fact, according to Tomasello et al. [29], the presence of idiosyncratic gestures is a key indicator of ontogenetic ritualization and evidence against a phylogenetic origin of gestures.

Genty et al. [37] have recently challenged this idea and proposed that ape gestures are not ontogenetically ritualized but appear fully formed in individuals. This phylogenetic origin of gestures leaves no room for modification over time. They argue that the differences between groups and the idiosyncrasy that has been described are a consequence of the sampling methods that have been used. In particular, not enough hours have been observed to be able to obtain the whole repertoire of gestures. Thus, idiosyncrasy results from a low sampling effort as opposed to individualized experiences with other conspecifics. An increase in the sampling effort showed that all individuals used the same gestures and virtually eliminated idiosyncratic gestures from the sample. This result casts some doubt not only on ontogenetic ritualization but also on observational learning as acquisition mechanisms because there were no differences between groups.

However, one limitation of this and many other studies is that they are not longitudinal and therefore they cannot detect change either within an individual’s lifespan or across generations. So, although all individuals use the same gestures, this does not prove that gestures have not undergone an ontogenetic ritualization process. What is needed are long-term studies actually investigating whether the gestures of great apes (and monkeys) change over time. Additionally, studies that have investigated gestural acquisition of apes in contact with humans have described the ritualization process [96]. One could argue that apes in contact with humans would be different, but this is hard to reconcile with the idea that human-reared apes were requesting the same things (e.g. go to another location) as the ones living with their biological mothers. Nevertheless, it is true that the case for ontogenetic ritualization may have been overstated because as Genty et al. [37] point out, it is difficult to envisage a history of ontogenetic ritualization for some gestures such as chest beating or ground slapping, although it is also true that ontogenetic ritualization may still be a viable alternative for other gestures such as gentle touch or arm raise.

After discussing the origins of gestures in non-human primates and their close link to actions, we will now briefly refer to some of the current theories on language evolution and the role gestures might have played, before we address the question of laterality in gesture use in non-human primates.

3. LANGUAGE ORIGINS (OUT OF ACTIONS)
(a) Gestural origin of human language
The origin of human language is a fiercely debated question, with some scholars favouring a vocal origin (e.g. [97]) and others emphasizing gestures as
precursors to human language (e.g. [43]). To our knowledge, there is no coherent theory currently available that has attempted to reconcile the two opposing sets of theories, which usually see themselves as mutually exclusive [46]. Gestural theories usually refer to the very flexible use of gestures across different contexts and the fact that new gestures can be learned and incorporated into a species repertoire [98]. The discovery of a mirror-neuron system for grasping in monkeys [99] has nourished a variety of evolutionary scenarios focusing on the role of gestures in this process, since mirror neurons represent the link between manual, practical actions and communication.

(b) From action to language
Mirror neurons allow macaques to establish a link between performing an action and being able to recognize it [99]. Interestingly, these neurons are located in a brain area that is homologous to Broca’s area in the human brain responsible for processing language. Mirror neurons therefore might have played an important role in the evolution of human language, since they were already present in our ancestors representing the neural prerequisite for the development of inter-individual communication and finally of speech [100]. Next, we will give a brief overview of theories suggesting a gestural origin, and second, we will turn to the lateralization of hand use while gesturing and the evidence currently available for non-human primates.

(c) Gesture and laterality
Gestural theories of language evolution often refer to the link between lateralization of hand use and language [43]. In humans, the motor systems controlling both manual and oral movements are usually lateralized to the left hemisphere [101]. Therefore, the majority of the human population is right-handed, with the left hemisphere controlling movements of the right hand. Furthermore, both language production and comprehension are located in distinct areas of the left brain hemisphere [102]. The close link between language and manual actions becomes evident in studies showing that while speaking, humans gesture significantly more with their right hand compared with their left hand [103]. This suggests that the functional asymmetry is not specific for one modality only, and that the production of speech apparently also activates motor areas in the left hemisphere, resulting in an increased use of the right hand [104].

Comparable evidence has been found for non-human primates since they show a preference for using their right hand for different manual actions including gestures while vocalizing [105,106]. These findings suggest that the lateralization of manual and oral movements represents a trait shared by both humans and other primates.

However, results for the preference for one hand and particularly the right hand are not completely consistent [107,108]. Although a hand preference is found in many monkey and ape species for different manual actions such as carrying, tool use and locomotion [105,109–111], hand preference is often task-specific and often only evident on an individual, but not species level [112,113]. So far, there is little evidence that gestures used to communicate with conspecifics—and thus not in interactions with humans when begging for food—are mainly produced with the right hand. To our knowledge, there is only one study showing that baboons use their right hand while they gesture, but not when they perform non-communicative actions [22]. In interactions with humans, however, there is clear evidence that chimpanzees use their right hand preferentially while gesturing [114–116], and they also used their right hand significantly more while producing gestures compared with other manual actions. Hopkins et al. [117] therefore concluded that the left-hemisphere specialization for language may have evolved initially from asymmetries in manual gestures in the common ancestor of chimpanzees and humans, rather than from hand use associated with other, non-communicative motor actions such as tool use and bimanual actions. The laterality of hand use in chimpanzees is also reflected in neuroanatomical asymmetries, since chimpanzees that prefer to gesture with their right hand also have larger inferior frontal gyri in the left hemisphere than those apes that do not show consistent hand use while gesturing [118].

To summarize, those studies indicate that manual gestures of at least chimpanzees are lateralized, and this functional asymmetry is also associated with asymmetries in the corresponding neural substrate. Hopkins et al. [117] therefore suggest that the dominance of the left hemisphere for language has evolved from a gestural communication system already lateralized in the left hemisphere in our common ancestor 5–7 Ma.

4. CONCLUSION
In our contribution, we wanted to highlight that the hands of non-human primates, and particularly those of the great apes, are suitable tools to perform a variety of gestures of different modalities. They are used to achieve a range of different social goals and display a high degree of flexibility as indicated by the possibility of acquiring new gestures often outside of what would be the species-specific repertoire. Still, gestures of non-human primates are different from human gestures in many aspects, since they are mostly used in a dyadic and imperative way, and they also lack the high level of abstraction typical for human gestures. Thus, gestures of non-human primates may emerge from actions via three potential pathways.

The high degree of variability between individual repertoires, the occurrence of idiosyncratic gestures and thus the creation of new gestures support the idea that ontogenetic ritualization may be involved in the origin of some gestures. However, other gestures appear more or less fully formed even in the absence of conspecifics, thus indicating a strong genetic predisposition to develop certain gestures. Finally, some form of social learning might also be implicated either in the form of facilitating the appearance of some gestures or perhaps even the acquisition of novel gestures, although this still needs to be supported by empirical evidence.
After elaborating on the close link between manual actions and gestural communication, we turned to the question of whether gestures of non-human primates are lateralized as many human manual actions including certain gesture types are. There is some evidence for right-handedness at least in captive chimpanzees, and, interestingly, they use their right hand even more while vocalizing, thus suggesting a close link between the manual and oral movements. This fact is often used to support a gestural origin of human language, since the functional asymmetry of hand use while gesturing is also present in the neural substrate of chimpanzees, suggesting some continuity in our phylogenetic history. However, one must keep in mind that the evidence of laterality in chimpanzees and other non-human primate species at the population level is quite mixed. This means that it may be too early to generalize a right-hand preference for gesture use in our closest relatives.

There is much to be done in the future to trace the origins of gestures. Longitudinal studies are especially important as they can throw light on how gestures actually emerge in both monkeys and apes. Some research effort devoted to non-great ape species would be particularly welcome. Otherwise the field runs the risk of underestimating what aspects of gestural communication that are common to human and non-human apes are already present in monkeys. Finally, there is much work to be done in terms of unifying concepts and criteria across the various disciplines that conduct research on gestural communication.

We would like to thank Michael Tomasello, Simone Pika and Cornelia Mueller for fruitful discussions on this topic, and Daniel Haun as well as Erica Cartmill and an anonymous reviewer for their very helpful comments on the manuscript.
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